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A dislocation model is proposed which describes the glide of hollow ﬁbers as a mechanism of energy relaxation at the bridging
stage of fracture in ceramic nanocomposites. An elementary event of such glide is treated through generation and slip of a prismatic
dislocation loop along the ﬁber–matrix interface. We calculate the critical shear stress necessary for barrier-less loop nucleation and
investigate its dependence on the elastic and geometric properties of a ﬁbrous nanocomposite.
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Ceramic nanocomposites are highly attractive for a
wide range of uses in advanced technologies due to their
superstrength and superhardness at both room and high
temperatures [1–10]. The general deﬁciency of most of
these materials is still their low toughness. However, a
fairly high toughness has been shown by several ceramic
nanocomposites [1,2,4–6], in particular those reinforced
by carbon nanotubes [2,5,6]. These examples have stimulated interest in understanding the micromechanisms
which hamper the growth of cracks and are speciﬁc
for nanostructures. This paper is aimed at the elaboration of a theoretical model describing the glide of hollow
ﬁbers (in particular, carbon nanotubes) through generation and glide of nanoscale dislocation loops, providing
eﬀective strain energy relaxation near cracks growing in
the bridging regime in ceramic nanocomposites.
Consider a model ﬁbrous nanocomposite consisting
of ceramic matrix and unidirectional continuous nanoscale ﬁbers (nanotubes). Let a mode-I crack propagate
across the ﬁbers in the nanocomposite. At the initial
(bridging) stage of the crack propagation, the matrix is
cracked while the ﬁbers remain unbroken and bridge
the crack borders. Such a bridging regime has been
investigated in detail in conventional ﬁbrous ceramic
composites [11–15]. In the case of nanocomposites, the
bridging regime has speciﬁc features due to the nano-
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scale eﬀects [4]. We assume that the following four steps
of this regime occur along with crack opening in nanocomposites: (1) the ﬁbers are stretched inside the crack
but do not glide in the ﬁber–matrix interface; (2) the
ﬁbers start to glide through generation of nanoscale
prismatic dislocation loops surrounding the ﬁbers and
gliding in the interface from the crack surface to the
nanocomposite bulk (Fig. 1a); (3) the glide of ﬁbers is
developed through emission of new such loops which
can be stopped by interface obstacles, thus producing
dislocation pile-ups; (4) these pile-ups provide ﬁber ruptures which propagate by consuming new loops. The
fourth step precedes the transition to the pull-out stage
of the crack opening when the broken ﬁbers are pulled
out the matrix. The above scheme can be realized if
the debonding of ﬁbers is prevented at all four steps of
the bridging regime. The debonding usually occurs in
conventional ceramic composites [14–17]. In nanocomposites, where the ﬁber diameter ranges from units to
tens of nanometers, there is not enough space for an
interface crack to reach the Griﬃth size, and the suggested dislocation mechanism of energy relaxation can
be more eﬀective. Its realization is characterized by the
conditions necessary for nucleation of the ﬁrst dislocation loops. To estimate these conditions, let us analyze
the following simpliﬁed model.
Consider a prismatic circle dislocation loop with Burgers vector b around a hollow ﬁber (nanotube) with the
outer radius a and wall thickness h (Fig. 1a). Let the
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Since correct analytical calculation of wel for the
model shown in Figure 1a is hardly possible, we consider
only its special case a  h which is of practical interest
because it is readily applied to the nanocomposites reinforced by nanotubes. In this case, the inside free surface
of the ﬁber is very close to the dislocation line and provides a stronger screening eﬀect on the dislocation elastic
ﬁelds than the loop shape of the dislocation. Therefore,
we can use a greatly simpliﬁed planar model (Fig. 1b) to
estimate the strain energy wel . Now the model system is a
straight edge dislocation in the interface between a semiinﬁnite substrate (matrix) and a thin layer (ﬁber wall).
The dislocation attraction to the crack surface is modeled by an image dislocation with Burgers vector b.
As a result, wel is approximated as the strain energy of
the dislocation dipole located in the interface of a
semi-inﬁnite substrate and a thin layer. Based on the
stress ﬁelds of an edge dislocation in a thin two-layer
plate [18,19], in the limiting case of a semi-inﬁnite substrate we obtain wel as the work done to generate the dislocation dipole in its proper stress ﬁeld. In doing so, we
have

h
Figure 1. Dislocation model for the glide of a hollow ﬁber on the
matrix–ﬁber interface near the bridged crack in a ﬁbrous ceramic
nanocomposite. (a) Nucleation of a circular prismatic dislocation loop
in the interface around the hollow ﬁber under the local shear stress s.
(b) Simpliﬁed model for approximate calculation of the loop strain
energy in the limiting case of a thin-wall ﬁber ðk ¼ h=a  1Þ: a dipole
of straight edge dislocations in the interface between a planar thin layer
(ﬁber wall) and a semi-inﬁnite substrate (matrix).

loop be nucleated at the crack surface and glide from it
by the distance p under a local shear stress s which arises

f ðs; h; A; BÞ ¼



2p  rc
wel ¼ D1 b ð2  A  BÞ ln
rc

Z þ1
ds
þ2
sinðspÞ sin½sðp  rc Þf ðs; h; A; BÞ
; ð1Þ
s
0
2

where A ¼ ð1  CÞ=ð1 þ k 1 CÞ, B ¼ ðk 2  k 1 CÞ=ðk 2 þ CÞ,
C ¼ G2 =G1 , rc is the cut-oﬀ radius of dislocation stresses
on its core, and the function f ðs; h; A; BÞ is

e4sh ½ð1 þ ABÞðA þ BÞ  4AB  2e2sh ½2ð1  AÞ2 s2 h2  ð1  AÞð2  A  BÞsh þ ð1  AÞð1  BÞ
e4sh AB  e2sh ð4As2 h2 þ A þ BÞ þ 1

due to the ﬁber being stretched by the force F. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume that the ﬁber and matrix
are elastically isotropic and characterized by the shear
moduli G1 and G2 , and the Poisson ratios m1 and m2 ,
respectively. Since we consider the situation near the
point of loop nucleation, we suppose the shear stress s
to be constant. The loop nucleation leads to a change
in the system energy that can be written as DW ¼
W el þ W c þ DW s  W s , where W el ¼ wel 2pa is the strain
energy of the loop, W c ¼ Db2 Z2pa is its core energy,
DW s ¼ ðc1  cb Þ2pab is the surface energy change, and
W s ¼ s2pabp is the work done by the stress s to generate
the loop. Here wel is the strain energy of the loop per its
unit length, D ¼ ðD1 þ D2 Þ=2, Di ¼ Gi =½pð1 þ k i Þ,
k i ¼ 3  4mi ; i ¼ 1; 2, Z  1, c1 and cb are the speciﬁc
energies of the ﬁber surface and ﬁber–matrix interface,
respectively. The interface energy cb strongly depends
on bonding and misﬁt across the ﬁber–matrix interface
and can be calculated within a combined atomic-continuum approach [18]. For the purposes of our work, it is
enough to take cb as a parameter of the model.

ð2Þ

The diﬀerence c1  cb can be rewritten as c1 ð1  aÞ
with a ¼ cb =c1 . Using the standard estimate c1 
G1 b=8, one can express the diﬀerence through the ﬁber
elastic moduli and ratio a: c1  cb  D1 bpð1  m1 Þð1
aÞ=2. After some algebra, the energy change Dw ¼
DW =ð2paÞ per unit dislocation length reads
R þ1
Dw
¼ ð2  A  BÞ lnð2n  1Þ þ 2 0 sinðgnÞ
D b2
1



sin½gðn  1Þf ðg; k; A; BÞ dg
g



ð3Þ

1
þ 12 1 þ ½C þ pð1  m2 Þð1  aÞ 1m
 Ds1 n;
1m2

where n ¼ p=b, g ¼ sb, k ¼ h=b and rc  b. The results
of numerical calculations of the function DwðnÞ are
shown in Figure 2 for the following parameter values:
C ¼ 0:1, m1 ¼ m2 ¼ 0:3, a ¼ 0:5, k ¼ 5 and 100 and
s=D1 ¼ 0  1:1. It is seen that the function DwðnÞ
strongly depends on the local stress s. When s is small
(here s ¼ 0), the function is positive and grows monotonously, which means that loop generation is impossible.
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Figure 2. Dependence of the energy change Dw on the normalized
dislocation path n ¼ p=b at diﬀerent values of the local shear stress s
for C ¼ 0:1 and k ¼ 5 and 100. The energy change is given in units of
D1 b2 . The stress values are shown at the curves in units of D1 .
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At a larger s (here s ¼ 0:2D1 and 0:5D1 Þ, DwðnÞ is positive at small n and ﬁrst grows, reaches a maximum and
then decreases, becoming negative at large n. This means
that the loop may be nucleated but must overcome an
energy barrier whose height and position depend on s.
When s is large enough (here s ¼ 0:8D1 Þ, DwðnÞ is ﬁrst
positive but monotonously decreases and then becomes
negative. Therefore, a small energy barrier still exists. At
the end, under some critical stress s ¼ sc (here s ¼
1:1D1 ), DwðnÞ is always non-positive and monotonously
decreases, which means that the loop nucleation is barrier-less and energetically favorable. It is worth noting
that the function DwðnÞ does not in practice depend on
the normalized thickness k of the ﬁber wall at such a
small value of C. If C P 1, growth of k slightly increases the values of DwðnÞ, which leads to an increase
in sc .
Let us consider the dependence of sc on C and k in
more detail. It is natural to require that the following
conditions be satisﬁed: Dwðn ¼ 1Þ 6 0, oDw=onjn¼1 ¼
0 and o2 Dw=on2 jn¼1 < 0. The ﬁrst of these conditions
guarantees that the loop nucleation is energetically neutral or favorable, the second and third mean that it is in
addition barrier-less (see the curve corresponding to
s ¼ 1:1D1 in Fig. 2). With Eq. (3), these conditions are
rewritten as
8
h
i
1
>
>
¼ s0 ;
s P D21 1 þ ½C þ pð1  m2 Þð1  aÞ 1m
>
1m
2
>
<


R þ1
s ¼ 2D1 2  A  B þ 0 sin gf ðg; k; A; BÞdg ¼ s00 ;
>

>
R þ1
>
2

>
: oonDw
¼ 4ð2  A  BÞ þ 4 0 g cos gf ðg; k; A;BÞdg < 0;
2 
n¼1

ð4Þ

respectively. We have analyzed this system numerically
and found that the third inequality is valid for any C
and k. The right-hand parts of the ﬁrst and second relations, which are denoted s0 and s00 , are shown in Figure 3
as functions of C plotted for diﬀerent values of k at
a ¼ 0:5 and m1 ¼ m2 ¼ 0:3. It can be seen from Figure 3
that the straight line s0 ðCÞ twice intersects the curve
s00 ðCÞ, in the ranges of small and large values of C, thus
separating the areas of C where the critical stress sc
should be the larger of s0 and s00 : sc ðC; kÞ ¼ maxfs0 ðCÞ;
s00 ðC; kÞg. For example, at k ¼ 5, the intersection points
are Cc1 (Fig. 3a) and Cc2 (Fig. 3b). In the intervals
0 < C 6 Cc1 and C P Cc2 , the inequality s0 P s00 is
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Figure 3. Dependence of the stresses s0 and s00 on the ratio C for
diﬀerent values of k ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 (from bottom to top) in the ﬁeld
of (a) small and (b) large values of C. The solid curves correspond to
the critical stress sc ¼ maxfs0 ; s00 g. The stress values are given in units
of D1 .

valid. Therefore, for s P sc ¼ s0 , the loop nucleation
is barrier-less and does not lead to the energy increase.
If Cc1 < C < Cc2 , then s00 > s0 and hence at s P
sc ¼ s00 , the loop nucleation is energetically favorable
and also barrier-less. From Figure 3, we can also conclude that the critical stress sc does not depend on the
normalized thickness of the ﬁber wall k at small and
large values of the ratio C, and weakly depends on C
at its medium values. The interval of C, in which sc depends on k, increases with increasing k from approximately 0:2 < C < 9:3 at k ¼ 1 to 0:16 < C < 13:5 at
k ¼ 5. Of course, these conclusions are valid until our
model is correct, i.e. for thin-wall ﬁbers ðk  a=bÞ.
From the practical viewpoint, the most interesting is
the area C < 1 because one normally uses ﬁbers that
are elastically harder then the ceramic matrix. For
C < Cc1 with sc ¼ s0 ðC; aÞ, one can estimate the smallest
possible value of sc . Let us neglect the variations in the
Poisson ratios and take m1 ¼ m2 ¼ m. Then the critical
stress sc is given by
sc ðC < Cc1 ; m1 ¼ m2 ¼ mÞ ¼

D1
½1 þ C þ pð1  mÞð1  aÞ:
2
ð5Þ

If the speciﬁc interface energy is very large and close
to the speciﬁc energy of the ﬁber free surface ða ! 1Þ,
then neglecting C in comparison with 1, we obtain the
smallest estimate sc;min  D1 =2 ¼ G1 =½8pð1  mÞ, which
gives  G1 =18 at m ¼ 0:3. For the former value
a  0:5, we have sc  D1 ¼ G1 =½4pð1  mÞ, i.e.  G1 =9.
As a result, we can conclude that, for C < Cc1 and
m ¼ 0:3, the critical stress sc varies from  G1 =18 to
 G1 =9.
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It seems that such high values of sc are overestimated
due to the very rough approximations used for the core
and surface energy terms. Indeed, we took a standard
estimate for the core energy of an edge dislocation in
an inﬁnite medium [20,21] although near the free surfaces of the crack and ﬁber (here at n ¼ 1), the core energy must be much lower. In a similar way, we used a
standard estimate G1 b=8 for the ﬁber free surface energy. Thus, the estimates obtained may be considered
as the upper limits for the critical stress sc .
In general, as shown by detailed atomic simulations
of various metal–ceramic interfaces [18,22], the Burgers
vector of an interface dislocation depends on the ratio
between the elastic constants of the materials in contact.
Within our model, we have not considered this dependence, because it does not inﬂuence results of our calculations operating with dimensionless normalized
quantities (see Eqs. (3) and (4), and Figs. 2 and 3).
In summary, we have proposed a dislocation model
to describe the glide of hollow ﬁbers as a mechanism
of energy relaxation at the bridging stage of fracture
in ceramic nanocomposites. Within the model, the ﬁber
glide occurs through generation and slip of prismatic
dislocation loops from the crack surface along the ﬁber–matrix interface. It is shown that these processes
can be energetically favorable and barrier-less under
high but still real local shear stress acting in the interface
near the crack surface. The critical stress value increases
as the ratio of the matrix and ﬁber shear moduli increases. For a wide range of values of this ratio, it also
grows with the thickness of the ﬁber wall. The dislocation mechanism provides signiﬁcant relaxation of the
strain energy near the cracks in ceramic nanocomposites
and therefore can increase their toughness.
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